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Carson, J & Miller, R 2008, A Game We Made Up & Stories We Have Been Told, 
exhibited at: Bureau Gallery (Manchester UK) and Cable Factory (Helsinki, 
Finland), 19/07/2008 – 19/08/2008.
A Game We Made Up & Stories We Have Been Told were both completed 
during the exchange project Swap/Vaihto - where artists from Helsinki 
swapped working environments with artists from Manchester and vice versa. 
In A Game We Made Up, Carson & Miller created a series of bespoke narrative 
games, designed to be played in specific locations matched to particular 
players, drawn from the people taking part in the exchange.
Stories We Have Been Told starts where A Game We Made Up ends. In this work 
- presented in audio and print - Carson & Miller reconsider the results of the 
games they played in A Game We Made Up, condensing and re-telling the 
narratives they had been told in this game format.
Swap/Vaihto was supported by Arts Council England, Arts Council of Finland, 
British Council, Bureau, The Cable Factory, HIAP, Laitilan Panimo Finland, 
Genelec, The Finnish Embassy, The Finnish Institute, Salford City Council and 
Fatboy.
A Game We Made Up (2008) Carson & Miller
Extracts from the audio aspect of this work can be heard at www.box.net/shared/33egf5wso0.
Stories We Have Been Told (2008)
Carson & Miller
Extracts from the audio aspect of this work can be 
heard at www.box.net/shared/ifpypdfr0n.
